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New Jersey and even Alabama, a fact that I dislike : for, as I
shall abundantly make plain, a bold yeomanry its country's
pride when once 'tis lost can never be supplied. And dog
should not eat dog. . . .
But the other day we were kindly allowed to inspect a
big—sixty acre—truck-farm up towards Rutherford, New
Jersey. There are still Knickerbocker Dutch truck-farmers in
a perfect wilderness of Wap, Dago, and Boche allotments.
A bird of the oedicnemus breed, which I should have called
a plover but was there called a snipe, the Pilgrim Fathers, to
remind them of home, having given any sort of old country
name to any sort of bird so that the robin is of the turdus
family and the partridge, or Bob White, a quail. ... A
snipe, then, flew straight up in the air with the wild pee-wit
of the wailing plover, between the long emerald rows of
new planted beets in a soil that I should have thought with
all its pebbles must have been highly infertile but which
wasn't—so little can one Small Producer tell when he is not
on his own ground. And from high in the air of that breezy
downland sloping towards the south that snipe fell to the
ground with a smash that one would have thought would
have broken every bone in its little body. And fluttered,
broken, along the ground towards us ... towards five of
us ... the patient New Yorker, Dr. Carlos Williams, the
truck-farmer, and the State Truck-Farming Inspector and
myself. And remained fluttering and sending out its heart-
rending wails just not inches outside our grasp.
I have so often seen wild-duck do it at the Pent that I
said with triumph to the patient inhabitant of Manhattan:
"There you are. That's the perfect instance of what
Gilbert White calls maternal crropy^ that I've so often told
you about."
That patient person replied:
"Damn White and his Natural History of Selborne. What's
that confounded sparrer squawking about?"
Dr. Williams, the kindly truck-farmer^ the almost kindlier
State Truck-Farming Inspector—since he promised to send
me the seeds of a new tomato they have just invented in the
New Jersey State seed laboratories, though to be sure h£

